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Strain distribution on a finger link: A static simulation study

Functional prosthetics hands which have the ability to help amputees perform tasks in daily life have been developed over many years. These hands need a control system which is fed information from sensors mounted on a prosthetic hand and human-machine interface. are a key aspect of future system. A variety of sensors therefore been developed for the prosthetic hand to measure fingertip force, joint angle(position), object slip, texture and temperature. However, most of the strain/stress sensors are attached to the fingertip. In this paper, the potential positions for strain sensors on the side of the finger link of the prosthetic hand are investigated that, in the future, will allow for force control in a lateral or key grip. With modified links of a Southampton Hand, some promising areas positions for strain sensors have been determined. On some of the links, the strain sensor can be used as an indicator to show the angle of the finger during a curling operation.
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1. Introduction

Prosthetics development has a long history, which may are thought to have started from the age of ancient Egyptians[1] where wood and leather were used. In contrast a modernA functional artificial hand, which can enhance amputees and adapt to their environment or tasks, uses composite materials, alloys and polymers is always drawing media attention. A raised public awareness of disability means that artificial hands are always drawing attention from the media. An example of a multifunctional hand is The Southampton Hand that has been under developed development for
several decades[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. One of the first designs was back in
1970s by Professor J. M. Nightingale[12, 13]. The project then continued with further
developments: a myoelectric control system[14], and an anthropomorphic hand
system with electrical-electronic controller, driver and multiple axes was
developed[15, 16]. Sensors for different functions have been investigated for the
detection of contact force, slip temperature and texture[17, 18]. Information from
these sensors was sent to an electronic myoelectric controller[19]. Most of the
sensors were designed to be integrated on the surface of a fingertip or thumb tip.

The sensors described in this paper are mounted on the lateral side of a finger and
have the possibility of using them in the control of force in a lateral or key grip
posture. Here the thumb opposes the lateral side of the first finger. A thumb could
also oppose sensors mounted on the side of the other fingers.

The development of sensors has become one of the most important issues in
the improvement of prosthetic hand systems[20]. The first commercial hand with
sensors was the SensorHand™ Speed[21]. It has had only one movement where the
fingers and thumb can close together. Its sensors, however, can provide signals that
tell the controller when the object begins to slip, so more power will be added to
maintain the grip[22]. In recent years, different types of tactile sensors have been
developed: Resistive resistive sensors, piezoresistive sensors[23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35], capacitive sensors[36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] and piezoelectric
sensors[43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. These sensors were made from different materials
such as polymers and graphene. The size varied from typical one tenth of a
millimetre hundreds of micrometres to tens of millimetres. Force, slip, strain, pressure, temperature and some other properties can be detected by some of these sensors.

Table 1 shows a brief classification of the sensors in previous research.

The sensors were designed to be mounted on the surface of the fingertip or links which were parallel to the surface of the palm when the hand was expanded fully. The sensory inputs of the sensors were mainly perpendicular with these surfaces. In this paper, the side surfaces of the finger links were investigated to find any promising positions for a strain sensor to sense in the abduction/adduction direction.

The finger link system shown in figure 1 is a part of the Southampton Hand. It has one degree of freedom which flexes and extends the finger. This mechanism of two four-bar linkages was first designed by Guo, Lee and Gruver[49], and it was also used in Light’s study[9]. The finger is driven by a mini-motor, which is connected via a gearbox to link OB. The gearbox, a worm-wheel system transmits power and drive link OB by rotating around the main axle. Then the other parts of the link system are driven by link OB. A full description of this mechanism can be found in [50]

In the original design (2005), different kinds of sensors were mounted on a fingertip[17]. A strain sensor was used to sense an external load which was perpendicular to the top surface of the fingertip. The force applied to the fingertip while the prosthetic hand was gripping an object or touching a surface can then be detected. However, in some scenarios, such as holding a cup of coffee, the direction...
of the external load can also be in this paper, the response of an external load which is perpendicular to the operation plane of the finger link system (shown in Figure 1 (bottom)) is described. In this paper, the response of the finger link system to this kind of load is described. A strain sensor is located on the side link to detect the response. To investigate the position for a strain sensor to detect this response, the link system can be modified to maximize the strain distribution.

[Figure 1 here]

2. Simulation

2.1 Finger link modification

An investigation of the strain distribution required the modification of three links. In order to maintain the original curling transition of a finger, the geometry was not altered. A cuboid structure is cut out of the link to reduce the thickness of the link. There will be more strain around these cut areas, which increases the sensitivity for a given force of a strain sensor. In each simulation, only one of the links is modified with the other links kept to the original thickness to maintain the strength of the link system. An area of one link surface slides on an adjacent link surface (link ACD and link OB). They push together if the load is applied and the contact between the two links influences the strain distribution on those links. Hence, if these links are under investigation, the cut cuboid structure includes these areas to avoid unnecessary contact.

[Figure 2 here]
(1) Link DF:

A cuboid structure (15mm×6mm×1.2mm) is reduced from the original design to form a 15mm×6mm×0.8mm beam. (Figure 2 left)

(2) Link BCE:

As link BCE is in the middle between side links (Link DF and Link ACD), the structure is reduced in cross section from both sides. A 15mm×6mm×0.8mm beam is formed. (Figure 2 middle)

(3) Link ACD:

In the original design, the clear range between the planar surfaces of link ACD and link OB is only 0.1mm on other side of link OB. As mentioned before, the deformation of link ACD under the specific load will make direct contact with link OB. Thus, in this situation, the contact point will become a supporting point of the beam. So Hence the structure is reduced at the inner side of link ACD (Figure 2 right). The relative position of link ACD and link OB is changing during the curling operation of the finger. To avoid direct contact, a longer structure (31mm×6mm×0.8mm) is cut. For both links ACD, the structure is reduced from the inner side of the link. (Figure 2 right)

Several simulations were carried out to investigate the safety factor. To successfully reduce the thickness and find the point at which the link yields, The minimum safety factor on the modified link is above 2.2.
2.2 Simulation set up

The Stress Analysis package of Autodesk Inventor® was used to undertake Finite Element Analysis of the structure. The knuckle block is set as a fixed constraint and is bonded to fixed unmovable surfaces. A 50N external load is applied to the side surface of the fingertip. Under normal operation, the load on the finger will be around 5-10N, but the load may reach 50N or even more in some circumstances, such as when an amputee stumbles and the prosthetic hand is used to stop a fall. Hence, a 50N external load is applied on the side surface on the fingertip where the direction and the position of the load is shown in figure 1 (bottom). The material of the links is aluminium alloy and the axles and screws are manufactured from stainless steel.

Table 2 shows the mechanical properties of the aluminium alloy and stainless steel.

[Table 2 here]

Local mesh control is applied on the surface of the modified link and the position where the sensor may be attached. A finer mesh (0.5mm element size) is applied on these surfaces to obtain results with a higher resolution. The size of the mesh is applied to the whole finger except for the modified link which is larger to reduce the simulation time.

To study the response of the link system during the whole range of a ‘closing-curling of the finger’ operation from full extension to full flexion, eight positions were simulated. The angle between the top surface of link OB and the top surface of Knuckle Block is used to indicate these positions as shown in Figure 3.

[Figure 3 here]
3. Results

3.2 Simulation results of the modified link DF

Strain distribution (0 degree) on the outer surface of modified link DF is shown in figure 5a. The black line on the link is called the probe line, which indicates the position of the strain probes. The x axis is along the probe line and the origin is at the left end of the probe line. The starting point of the probe line is 4mm away from the centre of the left hole on the link. The length of this line is longer than the length of the cut-out structure described in section 2.2 and figure 3 (left). It shows the main strain area on the link. Figure 5b shows the strain value on the probe line during the close curling operation and figure 5c shows the distribution change.

[Figure 4 here]

In addition, it is found that the strain distribution on link BCE also shows a result that should be assessed. The starting point of the probe line is 5mm away from the centre of the left hole on the link. Strain distribution (0 degree) on the outer surface of link BCE is shown in figure 5a. Figure 5b shows the strain value on the probe line during the curling operation and the strain distribution change is shown in figure 5c.

[Figure 5 here]

3.3 Simulation results of the modified link ACD

The starting point of the probe line is 6.5mm away from the centre of the left hole on the link. Strain distribution (0 degree) on the outer surface of the modified link ACD...
is shown in figure 6a. Figure 6b shows the strain value on the probe line during the closing operation. Strain distribution change is shown in figure 6c.

3.4.3 Simulation results of the modified link BCE

The starting point of the probe line is 5mm away from the centre of the left hole on the link. Strain distribution (0 degree) on the outer surface of modified link BCE is shown in figure 7a. Figure 7b shows the strain value on the probe line during the close operation. Strain distribution change is shown in figure 7c.

Additionally, the strain data is collected at a certain three positions, x=1mm, x=3mm and x=5mm. These data are shown in figure 8.

3.5 Simulation results of modified Link DF (sensor on Link BCE)

Strain distribution (0 degree) on the outer surface of link BCE is shown in figure 9a.

Figure 9b shows the strain value on the probe line during the close operation. Strain distribution change is shown in figure 9c.
4. Discussion

4.1 Shape change of a loaded link

For a simple cantilever, where one end is attached to a table surface and a load is applied on the other free end, it will be bent into a curve. However, if a load is applied on the side of a fingertip, the deformation of the link part will not be a simple curve. The three link parts will support each other and form a complicated displacement of the fingertip compared to only one link connected to the fingertip. A simplified model was built to explain this situation. The three links are placed parallel and two connectors are used to replace the link parts that are connected to the three parts in the original design. Figure 9a shows the simplified model. After a load is applied to the fingertip, the link is deformed to a special shape that is not like a simple cantilever where, for example, one end is attached to a table surface and a load is applied on the other free end. To explain this result, a simplified module was built. This was abstracted from the original finger link design. To eliminate the twist that may happen when loaded, the three linked parts were placed in the same plane. The other parts are connected to the knuckle block. Figure 4a shows the simplified module.

[Figure 4-9 here]

The left side is then fixed, and load is applied on the right side. The result is shown in figure 4b9b:

Two opposite curves occurred on the link part. Hence both a tensile area and compressed area were seen on the link. The right-side pivot was moved along the direction of curve \(x\) that is almost parallel with the direction of the load. Hence, on the
side link part, the forces which are provided by the bolts and the contact area between link parts can be simplified into four forces. They are shown in the figure 4e9c. The four forces can lead to the two curves of the link mentioned before.

In the original link system, a similar situation occurred on each link. Both a tensile area and a compressed area were seen on it. It is here at this position that it is possible to place the strain sensor to detect lateral force.

4.2 Discussion of the results

It can be seen that in each situation, the tensile strain (red colour) and compressed strain (blue colour) can be found on the link parts. Tensile strain locates near the Knuckle Block side while compressed strain locates near the fingertip side. A neutral line (green colour) lies between them. The magnitude and shape of the strained area changes during a closing-curling operation. In the following situation we case only one link is modified while the others are unmodified.

- Case 1: Modified link DF, Probe line on link DF:

Compared with the other modified links, the strain magnitude remains stable over all angles. The average standard deviation is 56.4 micro strain. But the shape of the tensile strain area (shown in red) changes during a closing-curling operation. At 0 degrees to 70 degrees, the strain above the probe line is becoming higher than that under the probe line. During a close operation from 0-50 degree, the strain on the left side varies (at the same position, the strain drops a little during the operation) while the strain on the right side remains almost the same. There is increased compressive
strain when the link system is at 60-70 degree. The values at these two angles are 17.8% and 18.7% higher than the average of other 6 angles respectively. almost remain the same. The average strain difference is $1.55 \times 10^{-5}$, the maximum strain difference is $5.7 \times 10^{-5}$ and the minimum strain difference is $1 \times 10^{-6}$.

- **Case 2**: Modified link DF, Probe line on link BCE:

The tensile strain magnitude decreases and the position of peak value of compressed strain moves from right to left during a closing operation. The zero-strain point also moves from right to left during the close operation. The value difference between 0 to 20 degrees is much smaller compared with the other angles. The value difference between 40 and 50 degrees is also much smaller. The average strain difference is $1.60 \times 10^{-5}$, the maximum strain difference is $3 \times 10^{-4}$ and the minimum strain difference is 0.

- **Case 23**: Modified link ACD, Probe line on link ACD:

The strain decreases along the probe line between 0 and 20 degrees. The strain at $x=5\text{mm}$ drops 54% while the finger curling from 40 degrees to 70 degrees. The shape of tensile area and compressed area also changed significantly. The strain at 70 degrees is very small compared with the 0-degree situation. It can be seen that the strain along the probe line changes a lot while the finger link is curling. So that it is not a suitable place at which to place a sensor.

- **Case 34**: Modified link BCE, Probe line on link BCE:
The zero-strain point moves from right to left during the close operation. The strain over the range, from \( x=1\text{mm} \) to \( x=8\text{mm} \), shows a linear response while the finger is curling from 20 to 70 degrees. The data shown in figure 8 are the strain at position \( x=1\text{mm} \), \( x=3\text{mm} \) and \( x=5\text{mm} \). This linear relationship between strain and angle shows a possible indicator for the angle of the link. The method can be described as below:

There are three variables: strain, angle of the link and external load. Using the data from two sensors, the angle can be determined, knowing the strain and external load. A sensor placed at the fingertip or on link DF could determine the external load. Another sensor placed on link BCE could estimate the strain. Hence, the angle can then be calculated. The strain gradually decreases from 30-70 degrees. Around the point \( x=11\text{mm} \), the strain is almost the same during the operation. The zero-strain point moves from right to left during the close operation.

On the other hand, the strain over the range, from \( x=1\text{mm} \) to \( x=8\text{mm} \), shows a linear response while the finger is curling from 20 to 70 degrees. The data shown in figure 8 are the strain at position \( x=1\text{mm} \), \( x=3\text{mm} \) and \( x=5\text{mm} \). This linear relationship between strain and angle shows a possible indicator for the angle of the link. The method can be described as below: There are three variables: strain, angle of the link and external load. Using the data from two sensors, the angle can be determined, knowing the strain and external load. A sensor placed at the fingertip or on link DF could determine the external load. Another sensor placed on link BCE could estimate the strain. Hence, the angle can then be calculated.

---

Case 4: Modified link DF, Probe line on link BCE.
The tensile strain magnitude decreases and the position of peak value of compressed-strain moves from right to left during a closing operation. The zero-strain point also moves from right to left during the close operation. The value of the strain from 0 to 20 degrees are almost the same and the value of the strain at 40 and 50 degrees are almost the same. The average strain difference is \(1.60 \times 10^{-4}\), the maximum strain difference is \(3 \times 10^{-4}\) and the minimum strain difference is 0.

The area that is suitable for a strain sensor requires two main characteristics, the differences of the strain distribution during the curling and whether the area only contains tensile or compressive strain. The detailed position of the sensor can only be determined if the size and pattern of the sensor is known. The sensor should cover the peak strain point and should not exceed zero strain point. According to the results shown before (figure 54-98), the area that can be used to put a sensor on are:

In case 1: The tensile strain area is from the point \(x=0\) to the point \(x=10\)mm. The peak is at \(x=1.4\)mm. The compressed strain area is from the point \(x=11\)mm to the point \(x=16\)mm and the peak is at \(x=15.6\)mm. The opposite type of strain area can be found at the same position on the other side of the link. The strain remains stable during the operation.

In case 2: The tensile strain area is from the point \(x=0\) to the point \(x=7\)mm.

The compressed strain area is from the point \(x=14\)mm to the point \(x=24\)mm. The strain also decreases during the close operation but not gradually. There is no suitable place to put a sensor.
In case 3: There is no suitable place to put a sensor. The tensile strain area is from the point \(x=0\) to the point \(x=7\)mm. The compressed strain area is from the point \(x=8\)mm to the point \(x=15\)mm. The strain gradually decreases during the operation so that the strain may be able to indicate the angle of the link system.

In case 4: The tensile strain area is from the point \(x=0\) to the point \(x=7\)mm. The compressed strain area is from the point \(x=8\)mm to the point \(x=15\)mm. The strain gradually decreases during the operation so that the strain may be able to indicate the angle of the link system.

The tensile strain area is from the point \(x=0\) to the point \(x=7\)mm. The compressed strain area is from the point \(x=14\)mm to the point \(x=24\)mm. The strain also decreases during the close operation but not gradually.

A force sensor placed on the lateral side of a finger, for example on the outside of a little finger could also be used as a control input[13]. Tapping the hand on a surface, e.g. a table, could generate a binary code to select a specified posture, such as a flat hand. Similarly, a lateral sensor on the side of the thumb could be used as a control input.

Recently, artificial intelligence techniques are used to observe the complicated relationship between multiple inputs and multiple outputs. By placing a series of sensors on an artificial hand, their signals could be gathered as inputs and the different positions of the digits of the hand could be treated as outputs. Thus, a connection between the signals and the posture of the hand can be established with the help of artificial intelligence techniques.
5. Conclusion

An increase in the sensitivity of lateral sensor is achieved by modifying the links. The links are modified to increase the sensitivity of the strain on it. Good Potential areas for to position a strain sensor were found on the lateral side of link DF several of the links. Both the compressive and tensile area are found on link DF where the output signal is independent of curling angle. The peak strain points were found at \( x = 1.4\text{mm} \) for tensile area and \( x = 15.6\text{mm} \) for compressed areas for a link with a length of 36mm. Due to the gradual change of strain distribution during the closed curling operation of the link system, the lateral strain sensors, as well as measuring force, could also be used in combination to estimate joint angle the strain sensor is able to indicate the angle of the link system with the assistance of another sensor that can provide the magnitude of the load.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference No.</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Functional material</th>
<th>Base/matrix/protection material</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>No. of sensing element</th>
<th>Working range</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Strain gauge</td>
<td>Excel, type TA-13-060HB-150L</td>
<td>16.9×14.9×1.6mm</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-100N</td>
<td>0.12V/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Cu-Ni</td>
<td>Polyimide/PDMS</td>
<td>35×21mm×3.5μm</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>0-4N</td>
<td>0.046V/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Reduced graphene oxide</td>
<td>paper (can be designed as any shape)</td>
<td>1×23mm</td>
<td>6% strain</td>
<td>66.6±5(gauge factor)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Polyisilicon piezoresistor</td>
<td>Bridge 22×12×2.35μm</td>
<td>4×6mm×70μm</td>
<td>4×8</td>
<td>0-32N</td>
<td>0.04-0.05Mv/kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Integrated piezoresistor</td>
<td>Bridge 22×12×2.35μm</td>
<td>4×6mm×70μm</td>
<td>4×8</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
<td>1.3mV/N Normal force 2.3mV/N shear force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Doped silicon</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>30×150μm membrane 110×30μm cantilever</td>
<td>200×200μm</td>
<td>0-200</td>
<td>0.7-0.25mV/gN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Indium tin oxide</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>30×150μm membrane 110×30μm cantilever</td>
<td>200×200μm</td>
<td>0-200</td>
<td>0.7-0.25mV/gN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Carbon fiber</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>10×10×2mm</td>
<td>5×5</td>
<td>0-1.1N</td>
<td>5.85%0.1N (ΔR/R)N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Ni-Cr</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>6mm diameter (bigger sensor)</td>
<td>6mm diameter (smaller sensor)</td>
<td>0-25N</td>
<td>±125N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Ni-Cr</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>20×20mm</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0-2.2mN</td>
<td>0.26-2.48V/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Ni-Cr</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>20×20mm</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0-2.2mN</td>
<td>0.26-2.48V/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>3D free-form shape</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>20×20mm</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Polyethylene terephthalate</td>
<td>3D free-form shape</td>
<td>20×20mm</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Silicone foam</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>20×20mm</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Parylene C</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>20×20mm</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Parylene C</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>20×20mm</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>polyimide</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>20×20mm</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Polyethylene terephthalate</td>
<td>3D free-form shape</td>
<td>20×20mm</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Polyethylene terephthalate</td>
<td>3D free-form shape</td>
<td>20×20mm</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Polyethylene terephthalate</td>
<td>3D free-form shape</td>
<td>20×20mm</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
<td>0-10N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>PVDF-TrFE</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>50×50mm</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>0-300mN</td>
<td>0.825mV/mN (0-100mN) 0.23μm/mN (100-3000mN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>PVDF-TrFE</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>50×50mm</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>0-1000mN</td>
<td>0.81mV/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>PVDF-TrFE</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>50×50mm</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>0-1000mN</td>
<td>0.81mV/N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2, Mechanical properties of aluminium alloy and stainless steel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Young’s Modulus</th>
<th>Poisson’s Ratio</th>
<th>Shear Modulus</th>
<th>Yield Strength</th>
<th>Tensile Strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aluminium alloy</td>
<td>68.90 GPa</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>25.86 GPa</td>
<td>275 MPa</td>
<td>310 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stainless steel</td>
<td>192.98 GPa</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>85.978 GPa</td>
<td>250 MPa</td>
<td>540 MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1, Structure of finger link system (left), key joint of the finger link system (right), direction of external load in original design and this paper (bottom)

462x176mm (96 x 96 DPI)
Figure 2, Modified link parts, Link DF (left), Link BCE (middle), Link ACD (right)

270x147mm (96 x 96 DPI)
Figure 3, 8 finger link positions (the angle between the link OB and the upper surface of the knuckle block), the angle is the angle between the top surface of the knuckle block and top surface of link OB (the left straight part)

321x80mm (96 x 96 DPI)
Figure 4, (a) Strain distribution on link DF, (b) Strain along the probe line. The angle indicates the closing operation, (c) Strain distribution on modified link DF during a curling operation.

331x452mm (96 x 96 DPI)
Figure 5, (a) Strain distribution on link BCE (modified link DF), (b) Strain distribution on link BCE (modified link DF), (c) Strain distribution on link BCE during a curling operation (modified link DF)

365x531mm (96 x 96 DPI)
Figure 6, (a) Strain distribution on link ACD (b) Strain along the probe line. The angle indicates the curling operation, (c) Strain distribution on modified link ACD during a curling operation.
Figure 7, (a) Strain distribution on link BCE, (b) Strain value along the probe line. The angle indicates the curling operation, (c) Strain distribution on modified link BCE during curling operation.
Figure 8, The strain data at certain positions with different curling angle of the finger

209x112mm (96 x 96 DPI)
Figure 9, (a) The simplification of the original link system, (b) The simulation result of simplified module, top view, the displacement is enlarged twice to make it easier to observe, (c) The simplified forces applied on the side link.
Referee: 1

1. For "This paper is not well written. The English is poor and non scientific throughout. A number of the diagrams are not very clear with some writing on the diagrams being too small to read. e.g. Fig 2 40degs. All of these areas need to be addressed before the article could be published. At present the whole article is not easy to read and is rather confusing."

The paper is rewritten and a lot of changes have been made. Section set is changed to make the paper easier to understand. The use of language is reconsidered to be more scientific. The numbers of the diagrams are changed to bigger size.

2. For "Page2 Line 38. The reference to the Southampton hand work is only a conference publication despite much work having been done prior to that quoted. The sentence starting "The Southampton hand ..... is poorly written."

A journal paper is introduced here. A series of phd thesis, which are all related to the Southampton Hand project, are added. The sentence is rewritten.

3. For "In the introduction the tense keeps changing. When talking about previous research the past tense would seem to be the most appropriate, whereas here the present tense is often used."

The tense in the introduction is all reconsidered. When talking about previous research the past tense is used. When talking about the artificial hand design, as it remains the same till now, present tense is used.

4. For "The is no attempt made to put this work in context or to give a rationale why it was undertaken. Is it an attempt to dispense with a sensor on the side of the finger when a lateral prehension grip pattern is used? If so, this is not explained. The way in which the finger mechanism works should be described."

The reason is presented in the introduction, paragraph 1. A brief introduction of the mechanism of the finger is added.

5. For "Simulation Page 4 line 37. A modified link is mentioned but this is not explained. However in Line 14 page 5, multiple links are referred to."

The order of sections is rearranged. The finger link modification section is now located in section 2.1.

6. For "Page 4 Line 44. I presume other parts refer to the whole finger. If so they should say so. The order in which the three links are referred to varies throughout the paper which causes confusion. This should be kept constant both in the diagrams and in the text."
The sentence is rewritten. The order in which the three links are referred is changed to the same throughout the paper.

The order is:
Modified link DF with probe line on link DF
Modified link DF with probe line on link BCE
Modified link ACD with probe line on link ACD
Modified link BCE with probe line on link BCE

7. For "Page 5 line 5. The x axis is not defined on any of the diagrams."

The x axis is defined in simulation section. It is defined in each case respectively.

8. For "Results Page 6 lines 35-39. This sentence is not clear and requires rewording and further explanation. Words like 'almost', 'good' etc. are used throughout which are not scientific and should be avoided."

This section is relocated in discussion section. The sentence is rewritten to make the idea clear. Words like almost and good are replaced.